A tour to experience the swordsmanship of the Edo Period set in Hiroshima castle
＜Language Support＞
＜Introduction＞
Learn how to use a samurai sword and become an action star!
In order to experience the Edo era where Samurai lived, you will actually transform into one and learn the history
and culture related to them and castles. Also, you will act in an action scene of a Japanese sword drama called “era
drama” with the guidance of a professional sword drama actor. You can enjoy the sword fight action just by watching
the actor’s performance, but when you can also learn the moves and perform them yourself, it’s an unforgettable
experience.

＜What you will experience＞※３points

Hiroshima/Hiroshima-city

■Languages Available
■ Japanese ■ English □ Chinese □ Other

■Interpreter available
■ Yes □ No

■Guide information
English speaking guide

■Language Translation Tool

＜Other Plan Information＞

■Participant Requirements
・Person who is in good physical condition

1. Time travel and experience Hiroshima Castle with a samurai
(Samurai Cosplay Experience)

■Cancellation Policy
・7 days before 30％

You can enjoy the atmosphere as if you had slipped back into the Edo era 400 years
ago by traveling around Hiroshima Castle in a Samurai costume.

■Precautionary considerations
・Even if it rains, the tour will be held, but the plan content will be changed slightly depending on
the situation.

2. Learn the history of Hiroshima Castle and the surrounding town
with a local guide (Hiroshima Castle history lecture)

■In case of bad weather, emergency, delay or no show
・If for any reasons, participants should be late for more than 15 minutes without contacting us,
we will treat it as a cancellation on the day (cancellation fee: 100%).
・If the tour should be cancelled, we will contact the participants by the morning of the tour day
(no cancellation fee).

Learn from your guide about Hiroshima Castle and the role that it played in its time,
as well as the history and cultural aspects of life during the Edo period.

3. Have real professional sword drama actors teach you their
performance (Samurai action star experience)
Experience the samurai action by replicating a historical drama to a script. The
recorded video will be professionally edited and delivered to you at a later date to
take home.

＜Reservation Information＞
■ Operating Period

■ Operation Frequency

■ Time required

■ Number of people (Maximum/Minimum)

All year around

Time required: 3 hours
Starting time: 10:00

＜Meeting point and access＞
■ Access by public transportation
・ Get off at JR Hiroshima Station
・ 10 min. drive by taxi to Hiroshima Castle
Or
・ 15 min. drive by Hiroshima sightseeing tour
bus Meipuru-pu

■ Meeting point and address
・Hiroshima Castle front entrance

All year around

Up to 5 people (1 person minimum)
The number of participants doesn’t affect the price

・ 5 days before 50％

・ 2 days before 80％

・ The same day 100％

■Insurance Support
・Event insurance
■Inventory Management
■ Yes □ No
■Support hours
9:00 ～ 18:00
■Inquiry email address (company/person in charge)
info@samurai-hiroshima.jp
Office Taigi /Person in charge: Mr. Satoshi Taigi

＜Package Information＞
■Price (Tax excluded)
Contact us for pricing

■ Options／Price（Tax excluded）

■What’s Included
The fees include costume rental, guide, movie shooting and completed movie.
■What’s Not Included

